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2. Homepage structure
2.1 Desktop version
Guideline to the Faculty of Communication Sciences website

- 1. Language
- 2. Tools
- 3. Navigation by user
- 4. Main menu
- 5. Search within site
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Homepage com.usi.ch

1. News
The science and the magic of smell
Lorenzo Cartaro appointed Pro-Rector for education and student experience
Making autonomous vehicles non-humanists for the future

2. Events

Homepage
Below the menu [1]
Desktop version
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3. Quick links to institutes

4. Quick links to study curricula
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Below the menu [2]
Desktop version
5. Faculty at a glance

6. Quick links to practicalities

7. Upper-footer with quick links

Homepage com.usi.ch
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2.2 Tablet and mobile version
1. Main menu  
2. Navigation by user  
3. Language

Next to the main menu
Tablet version

Next to the main menu
Mobile version
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3. Quick links to institutes

Below the main menu [2]
Tablet version

Below the main menu [2]
Mobile version

2. Events
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Below the main menu [3]
Tablet version

4. Quick links to study curricula

Below the main menu [3]
Mobile version

4. Quick links to study curricula
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5. Faculty at a glance

Below the main menu [4]

Tablet version

Below the main menu [4]

Mobile version
Below the main menu [5]
Tablet version

Below the main menu [5]
Mobile version

6. Quick links to practicalities
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Tools and Search within site

Tablet version

- 1. Directory
- 2. InfoDesk
- 3. Search within site
- 4. Upper-footer (quick links)
- 5. Events

Mobile version

Tools and Search within site
3. Practical information
3.1 Practicalities section
Practical information com.usi.ch

Main menu
Practicalities section
Desktop version
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Practical information com.usi.ch

Main menu
Practicalities section
Tablet version
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Main menu
Practicalities section
Tablet version
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3.2 Navigation by user
Practical information com.usi.ch
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Navigation by user
Tablet version

Navigation by user
Mobile version
3.3 InfoDesk
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3.4 Quick links in homepage
Quick links in the lower part of the homepage
Desktop version
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Quick links in the lower part of the homepage
Tablet version

Quick links in the lower part of the homepage
Mobile version
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4. Directory
Directory com.usi.ch

Desktop version
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